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iVt4ifl l'®l~lllL4tL i®llu@@ILi,
AT ST. CLOUD, .M:INN.
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Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced Course, extending through five years.

2. An Elementary Course, extending through three years.
1. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2. Advan©ed Course, two years.
3. Kindergarten Course, one year.

l

The Diploma of either course is a State Certificate of qualification of the First Grade
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the :first grade, good for :five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Certificate if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. The best of
the graduates readily .obtain positions at good salaries.

AD:MISSION.
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Gradvate Courses without
examination. Ap:plicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the Cclass
without examinat10n. Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be :fifteen
years of age at their nearest birthday, and to be admitted must: pass a creditable examination
m Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to those who pledge themselves to teach two years in the
public schools of the state.

EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODERATE.
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, heat, light and table board, is $3.50
per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4' per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
Catalogues, giving full information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions will
reeeive prompt attention. Address the President,

G-EO. R. KLEEEER.GER,
St. Clou.d... Minn.

•
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Over 11-\erchants National Bank

Dr. J. H. BEATY,
ti.on]eopat~ic P~9siciat;1 at;)d Surgeot,i.
OFFICE: Corner Filth ave. and First St. South.
Hours, 11 ' to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 and 7 t -o 8 p. m.
Sunday at residence, 400 Fifth ave. S. Tel. 14-2 .

ffffi. Jheeland @dlmand ((/0 !/,
1

'\.__
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McClure Block, 5th Ave. South.
Office bc,urs from 9 a . m. to 5 p. m. -<:::::::,, -<:::::::,,
Telephone call, Residence, 1:10 .

-

Teachers' Favorite Line
-TO-

Chicago and St. Louis and All

Points.East and Sonth.

GRAND CENTRAL
AND

. ..... .

WEST HOTELS.

f{EATED WITf{ STEFllVI.
ll.IGf{TED WITfi Ell.ECTRICITY.
Anyone wanting comfortable rooms at
either hotel, with or without board, satisfaction, prices ar:d accommodation gu1a1rantced.
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in
public schools and students at Normal.

IS THE-

Buffet Library, Compartment and
Standard Sleepers, RecHning Chair
1 Cars (Seats Pree), Dining
Cars ( on
Cafe Plan.)
Electric Lighted and Steam Heated
Throughout.

D, S, HAYWARD,
PROPRIETOR,

For tickets, maps, time tables, rates
and any information apply to your
J111)'4~, nearest railroad ticket agent.

HE~lJl CUlll~ 8Ft ]'!IE:,IlJl, lllJIE BE~!Jt
1f j'!ID 1Jt}IE BE~lJl f)g EVE~¥lllJIIj'!IG

'

OR TO

in the meat line can be obtained at

KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET,
116 5th Avenue Soutli.

G:. S, BRIG:HAM,
V\\.~ -=,\.c\.o.'(\.

- o.'(\.~ -

S "-'"2.e.o'(\..

Office, 27 5th Ave. South.
Residence, 424 3d Ave. Soutti.

.. ~illinery..
Our fall line of Millinery is now ready
for your inspection. Our opening of
trimmed hats will be laterin the month.
A special reduction will- be given Normal students.

M• L• H U LL

J. R. HASTINGS,
General Supt.,
St. Paul, Minn.

~

0

~"

GEO. P. LYMAN,
Gen. Pass. Agent,
St. Paul, Minn.

'!If) rJ 'ffl, -e@irJ,
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of Minneapolis has opened the
Photograph Studio over Boyd's
store on St. Germain Street.

FIRST-CLASS CABINET PHOTOS 1.50 PER DOZ •

McDONALD &

□,NEILL,

PROPRIETOR OP

Livery and City Hack Stables.
Hacks and Rigs Furnished on all Occasions,

505 St. Germain St. 109-111 Fifth Aveaue South,

St, Cloud, Minn.
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STOP AT THE

MINNESOTA .HOUSE. _

When in Need of

r:E5C\

:SOOTS.,
S:S:OESand
B'UEEEBS.,
Do not forget to ca ll on
■

■

J. W. WOLTER,

■

■

the Cheapest Shoe man in the city.
614 St. Germain Street.

**

:also a great line ot ~ennts SbOes.
A. T. PEFFER SELLS

Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus.

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop.
Rates : $1 per 'day or $3.50 to $5 per week. Special
rates by the month made on application.

Dr. Reed's Cushion Shoe
This is the Easiest Shoe on Esittth.

. . 515 ST. GERMAIN ST,

lSenaen lSrotbera

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,
JAKE TROSSEN, Prop.

i ,~i,·: ~roceries,
. .. Q;ooo Q;ooos ano

'.lLO\\?

JPrtces ••
st. ctlou~. ®inn.

117 5tb 1:\~enue Soutb,

JOHN COATES,

LIVERY AND OMNIBUS STABLES
.
....... ........

.....,_.,_.......__._....,_.....,..._.....,...._._............

~

~

First Street So., Opposite West Hotel.

Special Rates to Students.

Best Livery in the City . . . .
Kansas City Beef a Specialty.
Tel. 41

Buses Make all Trains.

103 Opposite Opera House;

STUDENTS G-0 !
-·.ro-

SHA VV & SMITH.
Successors to C. M. SMITH at the old _s tand i:arry
- a lull line of--

SPO~TitlG .. GOODS
Swanson's
8 5th Ave. N.
Steam Laundry, Bicycles and Trunks Repaired.
AUO. SWAN.SON, Prop.
Grratif,> That s u.ieeeT

(i:ood Work ••••• Low Prices.
Special ~ates to Stu.de~ts.
114 5th Ave. S.

St. Cloud, ninn.

~-.•• ..,....,.TOOTt{
AT.,c;;;;,_._,_ _
COTTER & JONES'

<2e~~

All our output is absolutely pure and made up and
above board before your very eye.
PRU:ES VERY LOW .
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With ftewest Styles.

SEASONABLE NOVELTIES
FINEST SELECTION

and

LATEST ATTRACTIONS
GREATEST ASSORTMENT.

Don't fail to f'ee our line of poular selections made up of just
such styles and qualities as you like in ....................................... ..

Men's and Boy's Clotbing, Hats, Caps and Gent's Fnrnisbing Goods.
We Can, We Will, We Do give the greatest value for your money
Times are never so bard that 'you can't afford to 1 rade with ......

"METZROTH EROS.

N. B -'-Bring this ad with you; it meanA 10 p rr cent. discount on your purchase
M-iss Kron an her head trimmer, Miss Sha11ghnessey
have returned from New York City, where they have
been selecting a large and up to date stock of .
.

I
=============

... Fall and 1M"inter ~illiner~r ...
The Normal students are cordially invited to attend and
will always be
allowed on any and all purchases by s tudents. . . ..

============I see this line, and a discount of 10 per cent

p~ol~9.t!lP.!'er
H:lrices to Stubents.

We have a new set of
six elegant Headgrounds; see them in
our latest Platinos.
701 St . Germain St

N
VOLUME VIII.

ST. CLOUD, MINN., SEPTE~1BER, 1898.

Edltor-in-Chief.............. .. ... ....... ............ Ed. "M. Gans.
Associ ate Editor .. .................. ..... P. M. Magnusson.
B u s rness
·
M anagers ... ....... ...... {Paul
WaiteAshley.
A. S h oemaker.
Loca l Editor ................................. .... .. Ed. M. Gans .
Exchange Editor .... ...... ....... ... ....... ...... Jas. A . Petrie
Alumni. .................. .'....... .. .. .... ..... Marion Andrews.
Published monthly during the school year at the
State Normal school at St. Cloud.
Entered at the post office at :!It. Cloud as second
class mail matter, 18&5.

Subscription, so Cts. a Year.
Single Copies, 1 :>Cents.

NOTICE.
Subscribers will receive the Normalia
until notice of disconti"nuance i's gz"ven
and all arrearages are paid.
A blue mark here (
) means that
your subsc,:iptz"on has expi"red.
The Monroe Doctrine and the ricKinley Doctrine.

NUMBER I.

men, very lea rned men, and very patriotic, who addressed the chick as follows: "0, chik, remember the doctrine of thy youth; rem ember that thy
traditional policy is to stay within thy
shell. Remember that thy Washington said that, as a germ it would have
been death to thee t o break the shell.
Don't get entangled into international
relations with wind and wave, bug and
hawk, rooster and dog, by breaking the
time ·honored shell. Remember thou
hast never been out of the shell before
in tJiy whole existence."
But the chick broke the shell and inside of two weeks it was twice as heavy
as the original egg.
And so will the United States. It is
a world power today, and no modesty
or cowardice of ours can undo the fact
that the shell of Chinese exclusiveness
that hitherto has kept our politics inside of our continent has been broken.
We are a world-power. We shall soon
be the world-power, dictating the policy of the civilized world. The American nation is to be the leader of the
nations; and we dare not shirk the
solemn duty of exercising our spvereignty. Our flag and tyranny may not
exist on the same planet; this is the
new McKinley doctrine that superannuates the old Monroe doctrine.

The germ'in the egg that was ahatching said one day, as the genial warmth
of the incubator made it sprightiy and
ambitious: "The contents of this egg,
white and colored, is no longer subject
to the colonization of any power outside of the shell." That was his Monroe Doctrine. He put it straightway
International Morality.
into operation. The· germ became a
chick and filled the whole egg. Now,
International morality is far behind
there were certain conservative states- individual morality.
An individual

• I
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who announced that he would pursue
an altogether selfish policy, would reap
the well-merited contempt of all his
neighbors. Uncle Sam, for example,
has a neighbor who is cruel to his children. As their farms are . adjoining
Uncle Sam is often disturbed m his sleep
by the howls of the tortured youngsters .
So one day Uncle Sam gives his neighbor, Don Hidalgo, an everlasting drubbing, and the children are sate from
this time on the farm that adjoins
Uncle Sam. But Don Hidalgo has another farm called Philippines in the
next township. There he continued to·
flog his boys. Uncle Sam says that is
no ne of his business, for it does not
happ e n in his township, and is hence
outsid e of his sphere of influence.
Alliance With England.

No , we don't want any alliance with
En g la nd . Why? Because EnglandBrit ai n rather-is a back number, now.
We are the present issue. From the
battle of Waterloo to the battle of
Manila, from the awful June I 5 to the
glorious May I, the world has been
British. The constitutional governm ent, the trade spirit, the party poli' tics, the plebeian, middle class lack of
cesthetic sensibility, the sturdy middleclass honesty, the pluck, the "git," the
business, in short, of England, Scotland, and Ireland have dominated the
world during the century almost past,
and have been inoculated on the whole
modern civilization.
But with May I, 1898, Britain ceased
to be the mistress of civilization, and
the duty of leadership devolved 1.i'pon
the United States. For a generation it
has been apparent that the English institutions, very useful in their day and
generations, have passed into decadence. English party-government has
proved only a notch better than French

militarism or Russian despotism. We
must not attempt the future's portal
with England's past s blood-rusted keg.
An alliance with Britain would be an
alliance with the dead past. It would
retard our progress.
Britain is isolated in Europe. She
is rejected by all the other powers, and
so she comes to us as the last choice.
To assume t.h e burden of Britain's
dubious pos1t10n at P,resent would
weaken, not strengthen, our grip on
the world's politics. Bntain's "sphere
of influence" is greater than that of any
other .riation. Why should we desire
to increase it? In its dealings with
other nations Britain has never been
generous. Why should we unite ourselves with a nation that forced China
to buy opium, that fired the camperdown guns at Crete, that produced a
Jamieson and that bullied Venezu ela?
Why, indeed, should we sell ourselves
to England. We are now invulnerable
at home, and in another generation we
shall be invincible in any part of the
world. The American republic is the
coming emperor of the world. It were
folly to fetter ourselves with European
alliance.
An American Alliance.

The "manifest destiny" of the United
States is an offensive and defensive alliance with the other independent
states of this continent. Now, that
would be sense. The weak South American states are constantly in danger of
being bullied by some crowned wa·r
lord of Europe. They need our protection. We need their assistance in
overawing the armed and crowned
brigands of Europe: I hope the day
will come wqen 'Ye shall read the following: "The Pan-American congress
has decreed that Turkey has ceased to
exist as a government, since it has re-
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peatedly shown its incapacity to protect the life and liberty of its su8jects.
A note has been sent to the Sultan telling him to 'git.' Macedonia has been
awarded to plucky little Greece, as a
reward for her manly and Christian
conduct in 'gj. The rest is to be governed by an American governor general as an American protectorate."
Or how would this sound:-"The
Pan -American congress commands t~e
Emperor of Russia to grant a constitu •
tion suffrage to all his subjects who are
not illiterate; also to make Polish the
official language in Russian Poland,and
to give Ethland, Curland and Lithuania
full autonomy."
Or this:--"The American alliance
lets England understand that she must
either lose Canada or establish separate home rule parliaments for England,
Scotland, Ireland and Wales respectively, and reorganize the Imperial parliament so as to give representation on
the same basis to the colonies and India
as to England."

When he looks at the family atlas he
bought at a bargain ten years ago, he
cannot see that South America has
changed much during the last decade.
In spite of that, South America is the
contiqent of the twentieth ce,n tury.
Emigrants from the northern half of
Europe shall infuse the leven of · progress. The Spanish-Indian nalives are
really a people of large possibilities,
and when awakened-and they are
awakening- will prove no mean competitors ~o the Teuton and the Celt.
Southern Europe will furnish hundreds
of thousands, and these will not be degenerates either, in spite of what American editors say. Spanish language,
Teutonic "push," and a cosmopolitan
population shall be some of the grand
factors of this favored civilization of
the future.

The Future of Latin America.

Two Languages at Least.

Our journalists commit a great mistake when they speak contemptuously
of "those halfbreed barbarisms", that
·cannot expect to advance because they
are not "Anglo-Saxon." To use a slang
expression, they fool themselves. In
the past, civilizations could not grow
up in tropical climates, because there
was not stimulous enough to industr}'.
But the twentieth century man is lord
even of the climate. His wants are so
manifold that they cannot be rated by
tropical fruits. Modern civilization can
maintain itself even in the tropics. The
advance made by the South American
states during the last quarter of a century is simply enormous; but the ordinary editor does not read Spanish,
and hence knows nothing about it.

Education has a triple aim;-intellectual acumen, correct motor habits,
and culture. Now, culture, refinement,
proper emotional life, is the most neg-.
lected ' side of our education. The
northern Ayron has developed very
slowly on the .l:!sthetic side, and it is
not uncommon to find educated men
with fine dialectic powers, but boorish,
narrow and garish in character. The
a:!sthetic side of their nature has had
no adequate training.
What is an adequate training? The
humanities and the arts, especially the
humanities. And what may the humanities be? Language and literature,
the expression of the human side of
our nature. But our language and our
literature are not enough. The human

6
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heart is so great, so many-sided, that who knew not mathematics was but
the civilization of our nation cannot half a man. With even more justice
begin to include even a respectable may it be said that he who would be a
majority of the possibilities of the hu- complete man must know more than
man heart.
one lan g uage.
But translations? Translations will
The most serious defect in our presnot do. The inmost, the holiest, the ent system of education is the limitatang, the flavor, the spirit, the life of a tion of practically all education to the
language and literature are invariably English language. High schools and
lost in the translation. And English colleges, to be sure, have courses in
of all languages, is the most unfuort- Latin, Greek, German and French; but
nate for translations. Though one can- only an infinitesimal minority can ever
not get Homer and Shakespeare in read a paper of any language except
German, yet the very beautiful Ger- English without a dictionary. Their
man poems that purport to be transla- whole mental l!fe is English. The nartions of Homer and Shakespeare are rowing influence of this one-language
certainly next cousins to these poets, education is seen everywhere. Our
and form very pleasant substitu.tes. editors and writers are nearly all taintBut an English translation of Homer ed with anglomainarism . On all Euor Goethe has scarcely a remote fam- ropean questions they give the English
ily resemblance to the original in spirit. idea, very naively supposing that it is
They are Hamlets with Hamlet left their own, and is eminently American.
out.
Why? Because said editors and lecHence he who is limited to th e En- turers can read no other European paglish language and literature alone, is pers than the English. How many of
condemned to a comparatively narrow, the would-De social and political oracles
one-sided, provincial evolution of emo- of America read one non-English book
tions, impulses and character. A liber- or paper for every ten in the English
al, broad-guaged, well-rounded, full- language? What right have such men
sized aesthetic life is impossible on so to claim scientific social knowledge
narrow a basis as one language. For and judicial impartiality. It is preanything like a liberal culture, a rich posterous impudence of such persons
and satisfying emotional ev olution, to sit in judgment over the politics and
more is needed than what the English - sociology of continental Europe, of
speaking people, have crystalized in whose thought and inner life they know
their language and literat1ue. At least not a syllable.
This must be remedied, or we shall
two languages are necessary. Anyone
who is familiar with two languages, sink into comparative barbarism, and
knows that his second language gave shall fail to perform our mission as the
him a new spiritual world, an arche- leading nation of the twentieth cenmedian point of leverage from which tury, And we can easily do it. Many
his first word was more than ever at of our students do know the rudiments
his command. He knows how it liber- of some other language, as German,
alized his thoughts, feelings and im- Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Icelandpulses, how it enlarged his spiritual ic, Polish, French or Bohemian. Let
nature and enriched his fund of refined all such lucky people use all diligence
enjoyments. Charles XII. said that he in. getting a correct and fluent use of
0
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that language, and a liberal acquaintance with its best literature. I hope
the day is not far distant when every
graduate of our Normal shall be required to know two languag es sufficiently to converse fluently in both.
This does not mean more grammar
study, it means less. It does not mean
studying Latin and German from English texts; in the near future Germ a n
will be studied in German and Latin in
Latin. The work of Prof. Arcadius
Avellanus Gouin and Sanveur has not
been in vain.
South America is in advance ot us in
this particular, yes, even Mexico. In
Mexico the educated often speak English and even French, while in Argen tina French is introduced in the common schools. We must advance with
the rest of the world, or ' become retro gressive provincials.
And we can easily get time for it.
By excluding formal grammar from
the grades, and reducing it to one term
in the high school, by reducing the
time spent on arithmetic to one-third
of the time wasted on that subject at
present, by requiring as hard work and
as earnest applicatio~ in the high
school as in the college, we can easily
save time enough to give a real knowledge of another language-especially
as it would take no longer time to
teach a language thoroughly by the
natural method, than it now takes to
give a miserable smattering of it by the
grammar route. When the Latin teacher speaks nothing but Latin in her
class, and the German teacher requires
her pupils to recite in German and
German alone, we shall find that language teaching amounts to something.
Minnesota has an excellent law of
which hitherto educators very generally have failed to take advantage. One
hour a day may be spent on some

7

other language than the English in our
common schools. Every country school
should take advantage of this privilege.
Thus our "foreign" children ( wh0, by
the way, are generally born in this
country) could get a literary knowledge of their vernacular, and their English speaking nei g hbors would get the
inestimable benefit of another language
to widen th eir mental h orizon, liberalize their thoughts and sentiments, and
advance their tru e refine men t.
A wider, freer, purer, nobler, more
hum a n life is the 'object of all education. And for the attainment of this
result, no means is more needed than a
second language.
Voices of the Wind.
BY ELISE LINN.

One summer evening I sat under a
lilac bush listening to the strange
sound of the wind. At times it was
wailing as if in great agony: then again
its voice was soft and clear.
At last, to stop the wailing sou~d, I
asked why it was so sad; could there
be any sorrow for that which had nothing else to do than to play among the
flowers and leaves, or sport with the
silvery waters?
I waited a long time b trt no answer
came. Then a gust that swept by said:
"Why sit here id_le when the.re is so
much work to do in the world? It is
enough to make anyone sad to see the
wickedness of the beings we pass over."
Another said: "I have traveled the
continent from north to south and have
seen nothing but wickedness." Several
gusts spoke of the faults of the h1,1man
race. I knew what they said was true,
but it did me no good. It only made
life seem darker.
While I sat pondering over what l
had heard, a ge~tle breeze stirred the
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leaves around me and a sweet voice
said something about doing the best
we can. Listening very closely I heard
the bree~e say. "There is always something good if we look for it. We should
not look for the bad only, but also for
th e good. Those who like to find fault
with others often have many taults
themse lves; and many a wind that now
complains ot its fellow-creatures has in
its rage torn down trees and scattered
half-grown fruit about the orchard."
As the breeze stopped talking, I
looked a round; the sun had go ne down,
and darkness was gath ering very fast.
Only the rustling leaves broke the stillness.
Now when the wirid howls
throu g h the trees, I seem to hear it
complain, a'nd it always brings gloom;
but t he gen tle breeze speaks of what is
g ood and noble and thus brings cheerfu lness.
Vertical Writing.
BY MARION ANDREWS.

So many articles have been written
on th e subject of vertical writing that
another m ay seem superfluous. The
obj e ct of this paper, however, is not to
discuss the subject at len gth, but simply
to present a few facts which, in the
main, ac coui:1t for the alµ10st universal
adoption of·the vertical system of writing in our publi c' schools.
It is not a new system of writing. It
was in use before the slant writing was
introduced, the latter being an outgrowth of the d emand for greater
rapidity. The result was greater speed
but less legible writing. The present
vertical system aims to combine speed
and legibility. Statistics obtained from
speed tests, made in this country and
in Germany, show that the claim made,
that the same rnpidity cannot be attained in vertical as in slant writing, 1s
not borne _out by the facts.

In Germany some twenty-seven years
ago it was felt that a change must be
made in position of pupils when writing, because of the great number sufferin g from scoliosis caused by position requ ired. As a result vertical
writing was adopted in Germany at
that time. The same cause has had
much to do with its adoption in this
country. It is not necessary to have a
bad position of head and neck in slant
writing, but the majority of slant writers hold the head to one side when
writing.
The position of the hand for vertical
writing is a natural one. How many
thousands of teachers have had their
patience severely tried in the endeavor
to keep the ''p en pointing over the
shoulder." This demands an effort because the position is unnatural. Try
it. Let the hand -drop lightly at the
side. Bring it up and let it rest easily
on the table, and it is in correct position for vertical writing. Now take
that required for slant writing. Notice
the unnatural position of the ulna bone.
In order to hold the bone in this position the muscle of the fore-arm suffers
a severe tension. Small wonder then
that it required years of practice to acquire the correct position. The child
was compelled to overcome nature instead of working in harmony with it.
With the vertical system the child of
eight writes as legibly and almost as
readily as the youth of eighteen.
The eye follows vertical and horizontal' lines more easily than oblique
ones, consequently the slant writing
calls for a greater effort on the part of
the eye both in reading and writin·g .
When writing the slant the eye is
further taxed, it being necessary to
constantly adjust itself to different distances, the first part of the line being
nearer the eye than the last part.
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These efforts are both avoided in vertical writing, the first by lines being
vertical or horizontal, the second by
paper being placed with lower edge
parallel to front edge of desk, so that
the di.stance from the eye is practically
the same throughout the line. It is
advantageous to use narrow paper, the
short lines calling for less effort on
the part of the eye.
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forced to adapt himself contrary to the
laws ot nature.
The error into which the exponents
of vertical writing may most easily fall
is the one which led to its disuse in the
past, viz.: a sacrifice of speed to legibility and beauty.' If position and
movement be not th'e main issues vertical writing will again fa ll into disuse.
Th e drawing of the letters is the rock
upon which anxious and ambitious ·
teachers find themselves strand ed. Position first, movement next, legibility
next, beauty of form last. If taken in
this order none of these esse ntials need
be 1sacrificed.

Much of the advantage resulting
• from th e vertical system will be lost if
care is not taken to have desks of the
correct height and slant. The front
edge of the desk should be on a level
with the elbows. If too high the elbows
must be raised, which will raise the
Two Faces.
shoulders and an uncomfortable and
harmful position will be the result.
BY LOTTIE CAINE, '98.
The desk being of · the right height
both arms rest easily on desk in same
Two faces are before me. They are
position, giving no opportunity for the faces of musicians. I do not know
cause ot curvature of the spine to be what kind of music thes e men protraced to posture of body when writing. duced. I am going to write what I
When one is reading, the eye tends think would be the style of their comto bring itself into such a position positions from what I can see in their
that the rays of light shall enter the countenances.
eye in lines perpendicular to the plane
One of the pictures is the likeness of
of vision. This is done in order to a dark complexioned man, the other of
avoid a foreshortened image. It will a blonde-pupil and instructor I am
readily be seen that it the paper is told.
placed on a horizontal surface, the
The music of the two men was widehead will bend forward in order that
ly different. The dark strong face
the eye be brought within the perpenleac1s me to think that its possessor
dicular. to the plane of vision, but if
the desk slants, the head may be held would produce intensely thrilling music.
erect and receive an image not fore- His music was from his very soul, mildly and fantastically grand arid beautiful.
shortened .
When the soul of the man would proTo sum up in brief-Vertical writing
duce music the man obeyed, and the
is as rapid and much more legible than
dinner remained untouched.
What
the slant, the position of the body
were
his
physical
wants
in
comparison
tends to symmetrical development, the
position of the hand is natural and the to hi~ soul's demands? I think the man
eye less severely taxed. Vertical writ- was so wrapped up in the music of his
ing is a system adapted to the child, soul that all external things were fornot one to which the child must be gotten. His music made the listeners
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thrill and throb in passion for the beautiful sounds beyond their comprehens1on.
The music of the older man was
more peaceful and more joyful because
he possessed a less intense nature. The
soul must needs express its true self.
(The sketch above was suggested by por
traits of Beethoven and Hayden, even the
names being then unknown to the writer.)

The Greek in Education.

There is, strictly speaking, no such
thing as the Greek ideal in education.
There was a Spar ta n ideal, an Athenian ideal, and the ideal as held by great
personalities such as Socrates, Plato
and Aristotle, no t to mention Isocrates,
Pythagoras an d the great Spartan law
giver Lycurgas and the Athenian Solon.
If one were to pick out any ideal as
representative of Greek civilization,
one to which our minds would most
naturally turn, it would be the Athenian. It produced the facile Greek, it
was in a meas ure responsible for the
production of the great personalities
whose doctrines were so far in advance
of the time, and in many respects are
still in the realm of the unattained. It
borrowed from the Spartan, from.
which, as a whole, it differed widely.
Its highest development is found in the
age of Pericles, and its most perfect
representative in the aesthetic Alcibiades. The Athenian was a sinner
but he sinned resthetically. To use an
anachronism, he might well be termed
the ancient Parisian. His type of perfection was a beautiful mind in a beautiful body.
He differed from .the stern Spartan,
who centered upon strength and en-

durance <J.S the chief vrrtues. He believed in physical education as a means
not an end, he believed in musical education as a means not an end-professionalism ·was a vice, it precluded the
possibility ot an all-round symmetrical
development. He had none of the
vices of concentration. Although the
school and the schoolmaster existed, it
was but to occupy an inferior place in
the real education of the cultivated
Athenian. The schoolmaster was a
menial and was usually a slave. A
word as to the method of the schoolmaster. His work was confined to
primary instruction. Reading and writing \,Vere taught in conjuncti0n. The
method was severely synthetic, first
the letters and their sounds. Letters
were traced by the learner on waxen
tablets, upon which a faint copy had
been made. The hand of the child
was often guided by the teacher. Sometimes a wooden slab was used in which
the letters were groaved so that the
learner could follow the path with his
stylus. Thus at the outset he introduced, if not scientifically, yet empirically, the motor element in primary
education. This he did not fail to carry
out in his St!COndary education. Activity was the law of the Greek; he correllated the mental with the motor; he
learned precision with the bow and the
javelin; he acquired courage in hunting
the boar; he acquired speed, strength
and suppleness in the Olympic games;
his sense of rythm by a proper use of
the zither; he eschewed the flute or
any other wind instrument largely because it distorted the face of the performer, which was a henious sin in the::
eves of a cultured Alcibiades. In all
this he learned grace and kept himself
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.alive to proportion and symmetry. r!is
-civilization could not but result in a
Phydias whose sculptured grapes de·ceived even the birds themselves.
The Greek conquered by his skill,
his adroitness, his cunning; he made
his neighbors contribute to his comtort, .his leisure, his culture. He stands
out as a monument to posterity of the
virtues and vices of a consistant, ex-elusive resthet1c education.
The fimshing school was the forum
where ti:e Greek of leisure was found
philosop hising and weighing the doc·tri~es of the various schools of Sophists.
He inquired into the nature of everything philosophically, if not scientifically. Be developed the elements of
logic wh ich reached its full fruition in
.an Aristotle, whose system of logic has
never been superceded and has stood
as a model for all succeeding generations. He developed the rhetorician,
the orator, the sophist. His influence
in this line shaped the course of in-struction laid down in the seven liberal
arts of humoristic education. Dialectic,
the chief of these was the direct contribution of the Gree k, and Greek was
. studied orig1mdly not for its literary
·value so much as for its value m dialectics.
What the Greek lacked, in a word,
was morality. He had a rel igion, a
bible, a philosophy, or rather a myriad
-of philosophies. His gods possessed all
the vices as well as the virtues of his
own highest development. His religious
adherence to these divinities could not
but preclude any natural evolution in
morals. To be sure he had his re:formers, but how did he treat them?
He was deceitful, lying, ungenerous
and ungrateful.
He was licentious
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drunken and a severe taskmaster .
Even from Socrates we hear nothing
more severe than a rebuke for the
choosing of a Laceda\!monian woman as
a mistress, because forsooth fhe is ungainly and slovenly, and the Divine
Plato urges community of Wi\·es and
the exposing of infants whose parents
were supposed to be too old to impart •
bodily and mental vigor to their offspnng. The vices of the Greek conquered, and after a sufficient oozing
out of his pristine strength, he fell an
easy prey to the cruder Roman who
possessed the more ncrnrly Spartan
virtues. Here aga:n history repeated
itself. The Roman became the man
of leisure and called for culture. It
was then that he fell a prey to his cap1tive. The Greek school master was
introduced and Rome declined. Against .
th ese ravages in vain a Cato raised his
voice, even Cicero and Quintillion
sought to encompass a refo r m, but
their lives did not conform to · their
teachings.
They might have done
more had they had the strength of soul
which would doubtless ·have martyred
them. Be this a's it may, their cry was
lost and Greek culture was the nemesis
that followed upon the track of Roman
fortitude.
This i-; a dangerous sentiment, but I
will venture its utterance, that a high
&sthetic culture is rarely combined
with moral worth. Your aristocracy
is too often smirched by baccarat and
other scandals. Your Oscar Wildes on
one hand, your quakers on the other.
Your Raleighs, Leicesters, Chesterfields, Buckinghams do not look well
when ranged up alongside your Cromwells, your Tacksons, your Lincolns.
How shall we account for the notori-
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ou_sly evil character of famous musi- Athenian, but it was he who possessed _
cians?
the Spartan virtues who finally overIt would be interesting did the limits
of this paper permit, to contrast Spartan
and Athenian education. I will venture only a word. Prof. Panter calls
the Spartan civilizati@n militarism. The
ideal was the perfect soldier, not the
strategest, but the warrior, hardy,
strong, vigorous and brave. And well
did they live up to the hightest that
they saw.

came his more wiley neighbor. HiSvirtues were barbarian virtues-may
the vigorous Anglo-Saxon never entirely cultivate himself out of them. Heleft his monument to posterity, surely
not an resthetic one with its sensual
tendencies. Our physical culture adherants may well poinl with assurance
to the tendencies of a Spartan culture
as well as to the best side of the ·
A manly man respects woman, and Athenian. I think it was the Duke of
the Spartans were manly men. The Wellington who said that the battle .of
Spartan mother has my unbounded ad- Waterloo was not won in the valley
miration.
When she buckled the of La Haye Sanite but on the fields
shield on her son she counseled him to of Rugby and Winchester. A Manila,.
come back with his shield or on it. She a Santiago, was not won abroad, but
· did not fail to slay with her own hand rather in the American scho0l, on
a era ven son. What son worthy the :he Ame~icari playground, in the Amername could tail to adore his loft . ican gramfield, the shop and on the
mother. Again we find a parallel i: western plain. May :he ankee pig
Rome. The spirit of Coriolanus was and the northern mudsill still_ endurt:.
essentially Spartan. To be sure the There iiS no history but the history of
Spartan youth was counselled . and education.

1:

trained to steal, but it was expected
that he should confine his pilferings to
the necessities of life, in order that he
should become a skilful forager. The
low cunning of the politician and the
evasion of law were not among his
ambitions. He was in no sense a poltroon. His respect for law was unbounded. He was true to his ideals,
and his training tended to make him
such. The Spartan will ever be a
symbol for courage, strength and strict
adherence to principle. His . vices were
vices of ignorance, if such could he
called vices. His virtues were those
of the sterner kind. With him it was
the man behind the engine. For a
time he could not cope with the facile

I turn with regret to the consideration of a few of the great personalities.
which the Greek civilization brought
forth. Not that I wholly concur in the
doctrine that man is the product of his
environment. This hypothesis will not
account for the geniuses of the race
who rise superior to their past and
pesent and turn aloft and signal the
approach of a better_ day and becoine
a part of the environment cif their less.
gifted fellow creatures. · It is one of
God's ways of educating the race. By
this consideration I feel conscious that
I may mar the unity of this paper, but
no adequate view of the contribution
of the Greek may be had if it entirely
omit Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. I
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shall not attempt to separate the character of Socrates and Plato, but shall
•confine myself to the Platonic Socrates
and not the Socrates of Xnephon.-A
word as to the method of Socrates.His protestations of ignorance we must
lake, cum grana s~lis, it appears, but a
trick which he employed to keep him
from ever bein 0o- on the defensive. It
was his method of fighting for position.
From this vantage ground he could by
·the reductio ad a bsurdo.m argument
-overcome the wiliest of his antagon·ists, that is, if you let Plato tell the
-story. I have often wished that I
migi1t listen to Protagora's version, of
one of those wordy com bats. One thing
he did and that was to provoke
thought, and as he himself says:
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With him authority was naught. Another's ideas bolted by the memory

were considered valueless. Knowledge
must be one's own. How he loved to
bring to naught the accepted conclusions of the wiseacres, and make people to do a little thinking on their own
accou;lls. His contribution to education along the line of self activity is invaluable and is his chief merit from the
standpoint of the pedagog. His doctrine of innate ideas_was a· vagary and
was but a theory to bolster up his
method which did not need such a
bracing. For a description ot his character I would refer you to the closing
lines of the Memorabilia and to the
apology of Crit5>. At the risk of another anachromsm I will call him the
I
"l myself produce n0 wisdom, and it tfrst Christian martyr.
is correctly thrown up to me that I · To attempt to write ,up Plato in a
ask others questions without answering few dozen words seems ridiculous inanything myself, as if I were in capable deed, and I will attempt only to state
,of proper replies. The reason is that his main lasting contribution to educaGod compels me to help others bring tion and in a measure weigh its value.
forth ·while withholding that power
Only the philosopher 1s immortal.
from me. Hence, I am by no means That which appeals to the senses is
.a wise man and have no wisdom as the transitory, imperfect, ephemtral, unfit
product of my own spirit to show. But for the consideration of the ruler of a
those who have been with me have state. The dianoetic value is the real,
made incredible progress, as appears to the lasting. His famous figure of the
them and others. And so much is cer- cave brings out his meaning well. The
tain, that they have never learned any- things which appeal to our senses are
thing from me hut have only them- likened to the shadows against the
.selves discovered very much that is walls. The realities are to be apbeautiful and have held it fast. In this proached only by the understanding.
_production God and I have helped."
Hence dialectic alone is worthy of the

He was thus a piopeer in the doctrine princely mind of the thinker, the phil-of self activity, holding that words are osopher, the guardian of the state. No
not knowledge. He punctured sham
-~ducation and drew forth the real. He
used the development method, which
good teachers have ever employed.

study possesses a high culture value
which leads the mind t0wards accuracy
of description.
Geometry has with
him a high culture value. Not as it is
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taught but as it should be taught. This
last sentence, I must confess, sound~
somewhat modern. Its, value in revealing to the soul its real power, its
real essence, he considers its chief
merit. Astronomy he gives a secondary place because it is more a matter
of observation, yet he opines that it
may be used for soul culture, but does
not so ~eadily yield itself to that method
of consideration. Arithmetic is also in
the highest sense useful. He argues
that it has a mercantile value, a value
in war, a narrow practical value. But
its chief value lies in its power to draw
the soul upward towards a contemplation of pure being, absolute truth. That
which is both a unity and a plurality
at the same time demands more than a
descriptive consideration and calls
strongly for the exercise of the understanding. His • school course for the
ruling class would include arithmetic,
geometry, astronomy, if it were properly taught, music, dialectic and pure
abstract transcendental philosophy. The
transitor, capricious, sensational, pieturesque, would be, I conceive, simply
swear words to Plato. His error lay
not in the value he ascribes to the cultivation of the understanding, it is admirable, I fancy he would pronounce
anathemas upon the memorizing of
geometry, of principles, of arithmetic,
of rules, of grammar, in fact any mere
lip service. 1n' all this he has r~ndered
incalcuable service to humanity. What
'he did in a positive direction was strong,
sure and lasting. But he would have
been a poor disdple indeed of his great
master if he had failed to use his hammer. He did not value philosophy and
science, but rather philosophy versus
science. Serving as a model for Roman

and , medieval education he did vast
mischief in predisposing his readers to.
look askance upon that which appeals to
one's senses. His idea was to get away
from them rather· than to utilize their
products. He even held that good
thinkin g was opposed to good observing and g lancon, wit hout being Yankee
enough to see the joke, says that heh as observed it. The observations of
a Tycho Brahr would have been tohim ridiculous. He was not psychologist enough to see that sensuous products are but a step and a necessary
step towards a higher . development.
Had he but considered the wonderful
power of illustrat10n of his great master·
he might have discovered the wide circle of thought resulting from a keen
obseryat1on of the commonest things of
life.
It would indeed be unwise and oarrow for us to condemn Plato for his.
unscientific tendencies, and fail thereby
to appropriate his wise, deep, searching an alysis of the nature and grandeur
of the pure understanding, and its
tendency to lift the soul above its environment and make it recognize its
undying worth and its kinship with its.
God, Yea, the heathens Socrates and
Plato discovered in themselves a purer,
more exalted god than their predecessors had yet apperceived. They caught
glimpses of pure truth and of true immortality. · ' May we not honor them in
thought. They did not see some
things as :.Ve do. And may we not ·
stoop to do , homage to those great
souls who along lines of ,abstract
thcmght have in their transcendent
flights remained at once objects of
wonder and admiration to all who have·
in a measure comprehended them.
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In this introductory paragraph to his into harmony, henct! his educatiOf! as a
-chapter on Aristotle's philosophy Prof. citizen, which is but preparatory to the
Davidson says: "The thought of Aris- highest activity, namely contemplation
-the vision of the Divine. Thus by a
totle differs from that of Plato both in
different method he comes out at preits method and its results. Plato reared cisely the same pl~ce as does his illusin the school of Pythagoras, Parmen- trious predecessor. He agrees with
ides, Heraclitus and Socrates had Plato that the most important question
naturally enough come to look for in ci~il polity is what shalrbe done with
·truth in the supersensual region of leisure, and his whole system tends tomind and thought he found in it ideas wards a proper preparation for its best
attainable by a process of dialectic use.
within the individual consciousness. He
thus came to put forward a doctrine
Aristotle, as well as Plato, is mainly
-despite its ostensible purpose to cement socialistic. He is a Populist rather
the bonds of society, in reality tended than a Democrat. All land is to beto withdraw men from society alto- long to the state, all education is to be
gether and increase the very individu- in the hand of the state. No citizen is

alism it was intended to cure. * * *
He main,ains that truths reached by the
-dialectic process are merely formal,
.and therefore empty-useless in practice un til they have;: been filled by experience from the store house of nature. In consequence of this * * *
he sets aside the dialectic process and
substitutes for it the method of induction which he was the first man in the
world to comprehend and apply, becoming thus the father of all true
science." Whether this is putting the
case too strongly or not it is evident
that Anstotle's meth od was more nearly scientific than Plato's. Yet his
field · was far fr om that of natural
.science. He was a realis t of the realists and considered /Society or the
state to be an entity prior to the individual. By a method quasi inductive he
appeals to the historic consciousness
for his discovery of soul, rather than to
the individual consc10usness.
This
•conscious, viz., that of the state is that
with which the man must put himself

to be excluded from the public table on
account of poverty. I shall omit a
further description of Aristotle's state
except to say that individualism was to
him a naughty word.
The ideal state must educate with a
view to its own institutions. Education must not he ieft to individual
caprice, as would happen if every parent were to attend to the education of
hi s own children. These principles he •
lays down for all educdtion. (I.)
Training of body ought to take precedence in time over that of the mind.
( 2.) Pupils should be taught to do
things before they are taught the' reasons and the principles of them. ( 3.)
That learning is never playing for the
sake of playing. In this he agrees
with Socrates, who was the first advocate of the Kindergarten, and held that
through play the child should be introduced into his mental and moral activities. They both maintain that education should have for its end discipline
rather than knowledge.
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Sch0ol has begun.
Subscribe for the NoRMALIA .

Clippering is trammg them. He has
had quite a little experience in foot ball
in the east and the team is under good.
manag-ement.
Side talks with the matron Wednesday nights.

Every loyal student of the Normal
school should be a subscriber to the
Now Seniors don't look so discour- school paper. The N 0RMALIA is pubaged. Cheer up. You will get along lished by the stud e nts ot the school
all ~ight.
and needs the support of every stuMiss Nellie Baxter of the class of dent.
'98 visited her cousin, Miss Bertha
The matron, with the aid of the girls.
Baxter, at the Home.
at the Home, will give private enterWho is that tall girl?

Who says Ella doesn't make a good tainments at the Home parlors on alternate Saturday evenings.
matron?
Thursday evening, Sept. 8, at the
Quite a number of alumni have
home
of Mr. and Mrs. John Kuhn, 124
visited their Alma Mater during the
Fourteenth
avenue south, occurred the
last tew weeks.
wedding
ot
Mrs. Kuhn's sister, Miss.
Mrs. Woodward went to St. Paul
Mary
VonWald,
and H. G. Wegner of
Tuesday, Sept. 6, on business.
Groton, S. D. The bride will be reIt was one on Miss F. when she tried membered as one of the bright young
to call the cook down.
ladies of the class of '96.
Miss Nettie Carley of Little Falls
Quite a number of the teachers at
visited Miss Grace Mahan at the Nor- Sauk Rapids are graduates of the Normal Hom.e Sept. 7.
mal. W. J. Marquis, '98, principal and
Room 32 at the Home has the two superintendent; Miss Jacobson, '98, assistant superintendent; Miss Mae Sad"lengthies" in it.
It is a very unusual thing to have a ley, '98, second primary, and Miss Fox,
gentleman in the dining room at the '97, fourth grade.
Home, but the ladies all appreciate Mr.
Wednesday, Aug. 24, at the home of
McArthur's masculine voice.
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dana general thing the _girls at the iel Holliday, Brooklin, Ont., occurred
Home are not suffering very much the wedding of their daughter, Lilian
frnm home-sickness. Miss J. has been Beatrice, to W. J, Marduis of St. Cloud.
seen several times with inflamed eyes. Mr. Marquis was president of the class.
of '98 and editor-in-chief of the NoRMiss Laura Ward of Duluth has re- MALIA, and will be remembered as a
sumed her studies at the Nor!hal.
young man ot excellent character and
The boys are out practicing foot ball. sterling worth and very popular amongWe have excellent material and with his fellow-students. The bride is an
good faithful work there is no reason accomplished young lady and the
why we should not have a team that daughter of well-to-do people. Mr.
will be a credit to the institution. John Marquis is now located at Sauk Rapids.
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Teacher -The roofs of the houses
where he has the position of principal
-of the school. All his school friends were supported by pillars.
will join in wishing him a ll success and
Little Boy-Caterpillars?
prosperity for the future.
Suits to me as ure from $12.00 and up.
Tuesday, Aug. 29, at 9 o'clock a. m. Pants to measure from $3.00 and up .
.at the Cathedral, occurred the marri- Jo h n Knutsen, 603 St. Germain street.
age of J oseph P. L ahr, pr incipa l of the
While we appreciate the large trade
schoo ls at Jorda n, to Miss Florence
we
h ave received from the Normal stuYoung of St. Cloud. Atter a wedding
dents
and teachers in the past, we are
breakfast th,e newly wedded couple left
like
Oliver
T wist, alway s a nxious for
for their future hom e at J ordan. Mr.
more,
and
hope
that the new students
L ahr will be remembered as a m ember
will
join
the
old
in making our store
,of the class of ' 90.
their headquarters for everyth ing
Prof. MacCracken's class in elemen- wanted in the jewelry or watch repairtary science is enjoying occasional ex- ing line. Call in and see us. W e will
·c ursions in search of geological speci- make it to your interest. Clark Bros.
mens.
_ Mr.MacArthur has taken t he st rength
On Friday evening, Sept. 9, the tac t est of all of the students, and they will
ulty gave a reception to the students
be assigned to classes in physical cul-Of the Normal school. A delightful
ture ac0ord ing to their strength index.
program was rendered in which only
H.-Where can I get a sphere?
members of the faculty took part ..
T. -What kind of a sphere?
President Keeberger's address was in·
H.-A round one.
struc tive as well as pleasing, and had
Iv er Bakken of the class of '97 has
the effect of making all present fee l
very sociab le for the rest of the even- returned to school and will ta ke the
advanced English co urse.
fog.
The coming year the re will be no
Look for th e blue mark on the first
study hours on Friday and Sat urday page of your NoRMALlA. It means that
e venings. The students are expected your subscription has expired. Se nd
to us e their own judgment as to the us fifty cents for your renewal a nd
amount of time put on their work and greatly oblige the management.
have their lessons prepared on Monday
The following are the local repo rters
morning.
appointed.
If you have a nything of
Miss S.--says. "When you wish to
interest
give
it to one of them and it
meet a friend at the depot, don't wear
will
appear
in
the next NoRMALIA. In
a red hat- - 'cause there are others."
th is way we hope to make the paper of
Graduates, let us hear from you interest and value to each member of
through the columns of this paper. the school:
We, as a body of students, are interestE. G., Grace Mahan.
•ed in your welfare and may be beneE. A., Lottie Thacker.
fited by remarks from you.
B., Louise G orman.
The me etings under the "old oak
C., Mabel McGregor.
t ree" _have been suspended, as their
C. 3, Yunie Johnson.
leader has left the "August" assembJy.
C. 4, Margie Fuller.
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There are some who are witty,
There are some who are wise;
There are some who sing dittys
Who might compromise.

The next issue of the NOR MALIA will
be a strictly "Class Number," and of
special interest to everyone in school.
Do not fail to get a number of it for
yourselves. If you are not a subscriber
subscribe for it before the next issue .

What you think may be a surpriseWh at you say may not always be wise.

Some of the ladies of the hom e say
they will never go to another game of
foot ball. How strange.

Th e boys are not many,
Of girls there are more;
Where there is one boy,
The girls are four.

Mrs. Skelton of San Francisco, Cal.,
representing th e W. C. T. U., spoke
to the school during the chorus period.
Mrs. Skelton has had a wide experience with schools and school te achers
and was a pupil of Froebel. She left
some very good remarks with the
school, and especially called attention
to two proverbs of the Germans: "Tell
me what you read and I'll t_ell you
what you think," and "Tell me what
company you keep and I'll tell you
what you are." She also said she was
glad she was a German-for, said she,
"ln the English language you have
three words meaning a lie, while in
German it was plain Du Luegner."
"Du Abscheulicher Luegner"· was mteresting as well as instructvie.
Prof. H. in the laboratory--'-"Catch
hold of its tail and see how strong it
is."
Mr. N-b-No thanks, I'd rather
be excused.
Mr. S-I'd rather meet a bear m a
field than one of them things.

As we have received so few exchanges at this time, our exchange
column will be short. We hope to do
better in the future.
"] ust as you love a girl because of the
money you have spent upon her, so
you will be interested in foot ball if you
have contributed toward it financially.
Contribute, get posted on the game,
and you will soon have a healthy interest in it." These are Pres. N orthup's
encouraging words to the young men
of th e "U "-Ex.
A New York paper tells a sad story
of a boy who is suffering trom hydrophobia as a result of eating balogna
sausage. We are glad that the butchers in St. Cloud are more caretul.- Ex.
Read the exchang~ kept in the library.
Diligence is the mother of good luck.

Prof. McC-Put a stone on the table
The sleeping fox catches no poultry.
and see how long it will stay if no one
Beware of little expenses, a small
touches it. And it stayed.
leak will sink a great ship.
The four front seats in range five
Sloth, like rust, consumes faster than
must be "hoo-dooed" during chorus labor wears, while the key always used
is always bright.
practice.
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A Scotch university professor, irritated to find that his students had got
into the habit of placing their hats and
canes on his desk instead of t he cloak
roo m, ann ounced that the next article
of the kine\ placer! there would be destroyed . Some davs later the professor's h at was placed consp icuously on
the desk, while his fellows g rinned and
ti:embled .
The professor returning,
saw the hat, thought some rashly-obstinate studen t had been delivered into
·his hands, and, taking out his knife, he
cut th e offending article to pieces,
while vainly attempting to conceal the
smile of triumph that played abo ut his
countenance.-Ex.
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Some members of the class ot '98,
those of whom we have bee n advised
as to t heir posit ion for the present
school year, are, or will be, located •as
follows:

Sadie Arnold, Staples.
Adelaide Apfeld, Grammar grade at Roseau .
Eleanor Bacon, Litchfield.
Daisy Bailey, Second grade at Washburn.
Nellie Baxter, Benton county.
Laura Betts, St. Hilaire.
Grace Brasie, Second grade at Park Ra pids.
Mertie Carinhan, Benson.
Bessie Carroll, Pelican Rapids.
J. Kendall Clark, Principal at Montrose.
Those students in our school who Jennie Crockett, Duluth.
Fanny Davis, Third g rade, Anoka.
contemplate being lawyers, and even
Mabel Early, Brainerd.
those w ho do no t, would do well to
Edith Eddy, McIntosh.
read the brief abstract of D ea n Pattee's Blanche Edson, First grade at Cakoto.
lecture before the law students, pub- Gertrude Gage, Second grade at Minneapolis.
Florence Gee, Delroit .
.lished in the last Ariel. - Ex.
Edna Gibbs, Sixth grade at Warren.
One swallow does not make a sum- Elsie Gibbs, Fifth grade at St<1phen.
·mer, bu t if taken too often from a jug Kitty Haven, Sixth grade at ·warren.
Ella Jaco bson , E ighth grade at Sauk Rapids.
it will lead to a fall.
Lilia n Kenny, Duluth.
Will Kienholtz '97 expects to play Maud Kelsey, Pelican Rapids.
Ella Kirk, Wright county.
·quarter-back iu the Varsity eleven this ·
Irene L owy, Brainerd.
year. From wha l we know of him we H onora McLachlan, Glenwood.
think he would be a good man for the J osephine McMahon, Carlton.
W. J. Marquis, Principal at Sauk Rapids.
place. -Ex.
Florene G. Merritt, First grade at Brainerd.
Alice Mosford, Sixth grade at St. Cloud.
~WimitWWWWlli'rWllllir~
Martha Nessel, Ely.
Get }?our new jf all ©utfit of
Viola No ble, Verndale.
Edith Ostrander, New Paynesyille.
Etta Patterson, Little Falls.
L-aura A Pool, Little Falls.
Ida Reinhard, St. Cloud.
ant, _____.
Elizabeth Rau, First grade at Buffalo.
Mae Sadley, Sauk Rapids.
Rebecca Schmidt, Rockford.
Dan Setchfield, Hereford.
Clara Small, Brainerd.
Ethel Smith, Minto, N. D .
the store that sells to all a like.
.Roy Sperry, Kandiyo hi.
~mmmmmmmrmmmmmmmm:~ George Stannard, Atwater.

I

'-tlotbing
Sboes

AT PRICE'S
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Ida Sweet, Sixth grade at Fauston.
May----, First grade, Minneapolis.
Merlin VanEtten, Minnetonka Beach.
Anna Whitney, L a ke City.
Effie Whitney, Breckenridge .
Joella Whitney, Rushford
May Woodburn, Breckenridge .
H. W. Getchell '98 is sergeant with Co. M ,
Thirteenth r~giment, a t M a nila .
Miss Eva Blake '97 h as Second and Third
grade work in H erman, Grant county, this
year.
Miss Clara Kenny '94 this m onth begins her
second y ear's work in the schools of Missoula,
Montana.
Miss Lid a B. Earhart '87 returns this year
to her position in the Mankato Normal after
two years of study in Germany.

Fools make feasts and wise men eat
them.

A Pleasant F~ature

Is the dining and cafe car service, serv.:
ing a la carte meals, attached to Fast
Trains running from Minneapolis and
St. Paul to Milwaukee, Chicago, and
Eastern and Southern Points, via the
Wisconsin Central Lines. Your nearest ticket agent can tell you about
other pleasant features on the Wisconsin Central.

]As. C. PoNn, G. P. A.,
tf

Milwaukee, Wis.

PALACE

P~LACE

SLEEPING
AND
FAM.J.LY
'1.'0URIST

Not to oversee workmen is to leave
them your purse open.-Ex.

CARS .

•

l
'

DINING
CARS,
MEALS
SERVED
A LA CA.BTB

:y::y: :Y::Y::Y:Y:Y:'V' ¥¥:Y::Y:, Through service between St. Paul, Minneapolis,

The finest stock of Dress Goods,
Silks, Velvetsand T,immings you

1
~

► F~=A•~;fin;~NDEL'S: ~

i
i
i
i
lLF~2!~~ain:t~,::~.~~~~'
i
••••
J
Prices always compare favorable
with any Twin City stores . We
fit Kid Gloves at our glove counter
and only sell reliable makes

Dr. Warner's, Thompson's Glove
Fitting and Flexibone Corsets, the
most popular mfgs. in America.
See our "ONEITA" Union Suits
at 50 cents and upwards. The
best 25c Fleeced Underwear, Fur
Collaretts and Muffs combined
with the finest stock of Cloaks in
St. Cloud at

Helena, Butte, Spokane, Seattle and Portland.
Connections, at westel'n terminal for Kootenai
country, Oregon and California points, Alaska,
J'apan and China. Connections at Twin Cities for
points east and south .

........
Passenger Trains leave as follows:
GOING WEST .

GOING EAST .

No.lExSunday 11.15am.
No.2ExSu nday 1.45pm
No.3daily4.00pm .
No.4dally 3.53 pm, ·
No.lllExSundayWillmar No. 8 daily 4.50am.
at 4.05pm
No. 6 arrives 3:50 p. m,
No. 5 11:20 a. m .
No.112arrives from Wi J.
No.7 daily 10.55 pm.
mar 11,00 am, ExSu1' .
No. 128 way freight Sandstone 7:00 am.
No. 127, from Sandstone arrives 2:30 p.m .

. No. 8 runs via Clearwater.
No . 128 makes ~onnectlon~ at Milaca
fo ~ West Superior 1wn Duluth . nrrl"lng Dn·
!nth at 1:15 p . m.

...

_.

ThR Great Northern offers special inducement.,

in the wayt of extra coaches, for Normal student&
Depot located in center of city.

Information,as to\

time oj connections and rates of fa...e will be

prom,ptly furnished on application. Call on or
addreas

>&A.:&A:A-•••

H. R. NEIDE, Agent.

Sponges, Ferlumee,
Hair Brushes,
Tooth Brushes and Full
Line Druggist Sundries.

·~p~tei~Il h\liit~ll'il\ei@l1Jl ft@

~

Jf'lij)f~idl1al.!l'j)~p !f'll'~~<ell'ir1H@!lj)~o

!Y

rr

.& :»@~ ~to ©r~ll'll'iljl~Il!l'j) ~tor
(Lll ~ ~ Il ~ lb f)
~to \@J@Y<lio
•

0

:J. C. BOEDm.
Ji JU m.
JU D. FRESH~~~; ;pr;
7 Bread tickets
for 25 c. We carry the best assortment
of candies and fruits in the city.

519 St. Germain Street.
O:fficehours:

5th Ave. So.

lla.m.to12:30p.m., 2 to 4inthe
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening.

BOWi NC 'BROS.

1
, - ----=~-;::;-.:::-Ti=o------

~.A~~~

ST1. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS
DULUTH

I

WALBRIDCE & PONTIUS,
PROPRIETORS OP

AND POINTS

EAST&SOUTH

II
'

.'l'o

-:-BARBER SHOP --:-

BUTTE
HELENA
SPOKANE
SEATTLE
TACOMA
PORTLAND
CALIFORNIA
JAPAN
CHINA
ALASKA
KLONDIKE
E. WGL.fSf.lE!W AGT11 I Chas. S. Fee, G. P.A.

And Bath _Rooms,
Under Grand Central Hotel.
·-~ Ladies' Haircutting and Shampooing

sr. crnu 0 MIN" r

Merchants :-: National :-: Bank
OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.
C.A.FIT.A.L,

sT. PAUL, MINN.

VESTIBULED TRAINS-DINING CARS.

TIME CARD-ST. ClOUD.

$150,000.

Banking in all its Branches.
- :Interest paid upon Time Deposits.

EAST BOUND.
No. 4, Mpls. and St. Paul Ex ........ .4:15 a. m.
No. 2 Atiantic Mail. ....................... 2:20 p. m,
*No. 6, Mpls. and St. Paul Local...3:10 p. m.

In Our Savin.gs Departl'.ll.ent.

WEST BOUND,

Deposits received in sums of $1.00 and upwards. Interest
allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards.
C. M. HERTIG,
President.
A. BARTO,
2nd Vire-President . ....___

*No. 5 Fargo Local.. ................... 11:22 a. m.
No. 1 Pacific Mail .......................... 4:20 p. m.
No. 3 Dakota express ................. 10:35 p. m.
*lllaily except Sunday via Brainerd,

W. E. LEE,
Vice-Presid'ent.
0. H. HA VlLL,
Cashier.

IF YOU WISH TO
MEET WITH GOOD MEAT
GO TO ...

PnllmwFirst-Classand Tourist Sleeping Cars

Kraemer,S Meat Market

i:ll'lW• QJJJ 4.,G.# 46&• 46Jo- 46Gv

◄~

Dr. A. D. WHITING,
EAR, EYE, NOSE and THROAT.
Office over Molitor's Drug Store.

WHERE THEY ..
METE IT OUT DAILY.
lliir"Kansas City Beef a Specialty.

ST. CLOUD,

@'ffe'?t 429!1

MINNESOTA.

ere ,eee •re: see,

tee;cR

~

ST. CLOUD~
''"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"''''' FIRST
NATIONALM'INN.
BANK,
If you ,want the

CAFIT AL,

Latest News read .,., .......
THE
SAINT
CLOUD

Journal ~ress
:=::
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$100,000

All Business C::onnected with General Banking will Receive Prompt Attention.
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DAILY
and ..
WEEKLY.

Best and finest equipped

DIRECTORS.
OFFICERS.
H. P. Bell, L. W. Colline, J. G. SMITH, President .
E.B. Smith W. B. Mitch- L. W . CoLLINB, Vice-PMi.

~ll,,rk~J~'in i°a~~~'"Jof~
Bensen, J . G . Smith.

- - - - - - .-- - -.

SWEETEN YOUR LIFE.
and make your little ones
happy by buying

FINE FRESH CANDIES, *
* AND CHOICE FRUITS,

~ , J O B OFFICE
In the Northwest.

All kinds of

~
.

l.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.t~

Ed. SMITH, Cashier.

Tobacc,os alJd Cigars -AT-

FUFF EROS ...
No . flOT St. Germain St.

